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I don't profess to know the whole truth here, John. What you point out indeed is our official understanding.  But the CIA has and
does engage in domestic activities in the US, as per various reports; and as per that Sue Bromley note in Moral Science, the CIA
is engaging in human subject research inside the US, which they will not provide details about.

Plus, we mustn't forget recent history: The book "The CIA Doctors" by Colin Ross, M.D. in conjunction with the Church
Committee Report and ACHRE's final report show us the CIA was indeed experimenting on Americans...

Perhaps other agencies are involved, I don't know.  Karen Stewart of the NSA has spoken out about the NSA, NSA Security, and
the Florida FBI being involved; I have interviewed her.
--articles on my site.

Targeting appears to be one thing, experimenting another--one seems to permit the other. Agencies and military seem to be
working together--and isn't that a publicly reported fact anyway, with all the info on JTRIG, etc.? Neuro-crime/the Dept of
Justice/FBI/DHS/NSA may all be involved.

I'm not saying I have all the answers--but I am definitely studying this field, and seeking to write about it. In fact, have been
working on an article lately titled Open Season on Targets, which explores this very thing, how exactly people are being targeted
and enrolled into experimentation programs--need to do a bit more on it but will publish it soon.

Best
Ramola

Sent using Hushmail

On 9/28/2016 at 6:02 PM, "JOHN/C KIRIAKOU" wrote:

I think you're wrong on one count, Ramola.  The CIA is prohibited by law from targeting American citizens inside the
US, without exception, and they are prohibited from targeting Americans overseas unless the President declares that
person a "clear and present danger" to the US.  See Anwar al-Awlaki as an example.  If there is such experimentation
on Americans, it would come from other agencies.

Best,

John

On Sep 28, 2016, at 05:51 PM, ramolad@hushmail.com wrote:

John

Thanks for sharing this with me.

It IS a patently illegal crime against humanity. However, I should probably qualify that word "illegal". You
must know about the NDAA, Section 215 of the Patriot Act, and the Military Directive 5240.1 R: 
http://dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/524001r.pdf

Through certain laws (above) and loophholes in regulations--such as the Common Rule, whose
interpretation by the CIA and the DOD permits waivers of informed consent by the Secretary of Defense-
-non-consensual human experimentation, in the United States, has been made Legal. Putting a person
under surveillance via FISA seems to permit the CIA to run experiments on them, calling it "sources and

http://dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/524001r.pdf
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methods of gathering intelligence."See AR 2.2, CIA.

You may wish to check out Paul Baird's site--he has talked extensively with scientists, spies, and
whistleblowers, his site is http://www.surveillanceissues.com/

Also check out the 2012 Moral Science Report from the President's Bioethics Commission, which holds
some important information from the CIA, who refused to divulge details of experimentation on human
subjects inside the US, but shared that they were doing some of this. From my article discussing this
issue at length, here's the footnote that Report used, to indicate that the CIA was not going to give them
info on these experiments:

“For example, the CIA did not submit project-level data to the RPD because “the
application by the C.I.A. of certain research results may implicate intelligence
sources and methods, and thus cannot be discussed in the public domain.” Letter from
V. Sue Bromley, Associate Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency to Amy Gutmann,
Ph.D., Chair, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues. (November 15,
2011). The CIA confirmed that all CIA-sponsored human subjects research is
conducted in the United States – not abroad. CIA personnel also met with Commission
staff to discuss the CIA’s human subjects research portfolio and made records
available to appropriately cleared Commission staff. In addition, the Department of
Energy provided de-identified data about three human terrain mapping projects that
have not been accounted for in the RPD.”

It is worthwhile to reiterate here that the CIA is confessing to conducting research inside the USA,
on human subjects, meaning, Americans—which is more than is publicly divulged by the CIA, on
FOIA requests, as this writer can attest:

FOIA Request Report: CIA Unable to Confirm Informed Consent in Any
Open Human Subject Programs and Research Using Directed-Energy
Neuroweapons in the USA

I won't paste in any more, but do please read that article. What is so hard to believe, that DARPA/CIA
who are openly soliciting for neuroresearch projects might be engaging in covert experiments in this
area, or that they would hide it from everyone else at the CIA...?

Not apples and oranges: Guantanamo torture would not have come to light were it not for you. There
are others who know what is going on, with covert radiation and neuroweaponry torture, they have not
come forward. (Many over the years have leaked bits: Carl Clark, Tim Rifat, Barrie Trower in the UK;
Robert Duncan, Richard Alan Miller in the US)

This is a large subject, too much for this email--do please do some private research on this; articles on
my site, Cheryl Welsh's site mindjustice.org, Renee Pittman Mitchell's site bigbrotherwatchingus.com,
Mark Rich's site, newworldwar.org, and Spencer Carter's site biggerthansnowden.com, will help.

Re. various loonies writing to you, Kate is right, active CIA/military disinfo is creating these loonies. True
targeted individuals--many of whom I know--are not in the slightest bit mentally ill. The mental-illness fog
(created by those who seek to discredit all true targets speaking out) is part of this deliberate PsyOp
designed to smudge the issue for those like you on the outside of it. Targets are disbelieved by their own
families as a result.

Re. chips, bio-MEMs, and implants: many who have tried have been unable to find doctors or surgeons
willing to remove these implants, because it appears that doctors are being contacted and dissuaded by
whichever covert parties are running these programs. Targets are also unwilling to seek medical help
because the MO is to commit or psychiatrically evaluate those who speak out and who say they are
being hit with covert weaponry--that's the Seal here in operation, that's how the covert ops who are
running this are getting away with it. And yes, these devices exist: I speak from research awareness and
experience, both.

I can understand that you may not be willing to explore this issue--you've done a lot. But it is real. Don't
dismiss it. There's definitely a learning curve here. Many books and articles on this subject, I'll be glad to
send you specific links if you wish to explore it. David Voigts has lists on his pages.

http://www.surveillanceissues.com/
https://everydayconcerned.net/2016/07/17/no-waivers-of-informed-consent-period-the-public-reports-ongoing-non-consensual-experimentation-and-demands-the-common-rule-protect-citizens-not-covert-activities/
https://everydayconcerned.net/2016/07/17/no-waivers-of-informed-consent-period-the-public-reports-ongoing-non-consensual-experimentation-and-demands-the-common-rule-protect-citizens-not-covert-activities/
http://mindjustice.org/
http://bigbrotherwatchingus.com/
http://newworldwar.org/
http://biggerthansnowden.com/
https://everydayconcerned.net/human-rights/foia-request-report-cia-unable-to-confirm-informed-consent-in-any-open-human-subject-programs-and-research-using-directed-energy-neuroweapons/
https://everydayconcerned.net/human-rights/foia-request-report-cia-unable-to-confirm-informed-consent-in-any-open-human-subject-programs-and-research-using-directed-energy-neuroweapons/
https://everydayconcerned.net/human-rights/foia-request-report-cia-unable-to-confirm-informed-consent-in-any-open-human-subject-programs-and-research-using-directed-energy-neuroweapons/
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Paul Baird is an ultimate authority on this; I have recently been in contact with him, and he can tell you
how and why this has been hidden so long, and why no-one will touch it--there is incredible corruption
and criminality at the highest levels of our government, in our media, and in our Agencies. He is in
Australia, but he has spoken to hundreds of govt officials, scientists, etc., who have confessed to it but
sought not to be named, because of the retaliation and repercussion they immediately wd have faced;
several in his early times of contacting them did indeed face major retaliation. Let me know if you want
his email id, I am sure he will be glad to speak with you. I will be interviewing him shortly, you could also
just wait for that, if you prefer.

This is a program of repression, essentially; those in communities who stand out for their integrity in
some way who cross paths with the vast covert-op brigade of criminals who are inside our intel
agencies, inside Law Enforcement, or inside corporations with connections to the agencies are running
this; targets are being enrolled non-consensually (but "legally") in neuro-experimentation programs run
covertly, by putting them under surveillance wrongfully first as "terrorists" or "spies"--communities all
around the target are notified, and start helping to surveill and repress the individual. This is modern
COINTELPRO, hand in hand with being-kept-secret classified neuro-experimentation and DEW
weapons testing.

For some disclosure, pl. look up ex-FBI Ted Gunderson and ex-FBI Geral Sosbee--Gunderson has an
affidavit about who exactly is running this. Geral Sosbee names the FBI and the CIA.

I won't go on. But please don't dismiss it. As I said, feel free to write back--I will send you links and info if
you want it. And Paul's id, ditto. It's definitely something to research, if you want to uncover the truth and
reality here.
best
Ramola

Sent using Hushmail

On 9/28/2016 at 4:56 PM, "JOHN/C KIRIAKOU"  wrote:

Hello, Ramola.  I've attached below what I told Kate this morning.  She told me that you had
shared my response with her.

On the CIA/Guantanamo issue, I think you are mixing apples and oranges.  Yes, two
contractors who were APA members created the torture program.  I don't really follow the leap
of logic, then, that that somehow means the CIA is implanting chips in people's bodies.

Here's what I wrote:

Hi, Kate.

I don't want you to get the wrong idea about what I wrote to Ramola. I really believe what you
and others have told me about electromagnetic signals. I believe that thousands of people
suffer from it every single day. It's the organized, government-sponsored experimentation that
I just don't see, and that's for a number of reasons.

First, it would be such a patently illegal crime against humanity that it would boggle the mind
that official representatives of the US Government, in 2016, would do such a thing. The
downside to such action is incalculable.

Second, wrongdoing always leaks out. Always. And nobody has ever come forward to discuss
any such experimentation. If you do indeed have a CIA source, PLEASE go public! Contact
an investigative journalist or ProPublica. Go to the Congressional oversight committees if you
don't trust the FBI.

Third, I can't tell you how many emails I have received--hundreds--from people alleging that
the CIA or DOD had implanted some sort of device inside them. HOW? WHEN? Why haven't
they had it removed? Because there is no such device.

Fourth, these accusations allege a massive conspiracy, one that is just not plausible. I just
received this on Facebook, for example:
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Hassan Amereh
2 hrs · Dubai, United Arab Emirates ·
I am being tortured here in Dubai day and night, They are threatening me to hurt my parents
in Iran via dream manipulation. British, Iranian, Nigerian and Emirates have interest in my
case. By writing this tortures will increase from all parties. eleven years of tortures, when will it
end?
#gangstalking

I really do believe that a lot of these people are mentally ill. I believe that a lot are not. But a
DOD office that is "non-touch torturing" people? I just don't see it.

Thanks again for coming down on Sunday! It was so great to meet you in person.

Your pal,

John

On Sep 27, 2016, at 09:45 PM, Cait Ryan  wrote:

Hi John
It was great to see you and again, thanks for all you do.

Ramola let me know that you responded and she was disappointed but I understand how
difficult it is to believe what people have been through. Attached find a grant to the university
of florida re the neurological weapons & how they wish to research things such as pain
infliction. There are many researchers - and as I mentioned when I saw you, those with PhD's
in the area of the technology.

Those I know well did not have any additional stress in their lives to bring this on. Many are
above average intelligence - and I have met a few with the creditials that follow:

1996 Recipient of the Kennedy Profiles in Courage Award - Superintendent of Schools in
Georgia - whistleblew on a cover-up of slow tracking blacks to industrial arts schools while
fast tracking whites to college prep - the harassment stated in 90's but the electronic
harassment including being microwaved, along with cointelpro tactics didn't start until 2013.

Former assistant attorney general who handles all the litigation for the Phoenix AIrport, high
profile lawfirm - targeted with this technology

City counselman, Arizona - targeted but also scanned with MRI recently, finding dual implants
- identified behind each ear and scheduling him for surgical removal - this one & the one
above -they compared their symptoms of invasive technology and it is almost identical.

Emergency Room Doctor - voice to skull technology (keeps it quite)

APA high profile individual (the one you talked to is either totally into the technology and
covering up or is NOT a high profile APA whistleblower - because I have high profile APA
people that know of this AND have been on Democracy Now - Amy Goodman will not touch
this either. I think that is ashame

John, I realize there is a great deal of fear around this - AND that people wish to protect their
families but Ramola is far from being a mentally ill person - and as for mental illness, I have a
doctor willing to be upstanding for me - knowing this stuff is real.

I realize some do not want to be open to this because they fear - just as you said you feared
before you came forward regarding wrongdoing within the CIA.

And as far as those WAY OUT PEOPLE as the one you mentioned accusing your wife of the
"train under the floor" - yes there are some real nut cases BUT there are a lot of disinfo
agents also spreading those crazy stories. Hilter said tell a small lie & no one will doubt it but
tell a big lie and the people will not believe it possible - so for 5 years sites like Auschwitz
remained unknown

I have a CIA contact John - he knows all about this. I am aware it is classified.
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You can't do it all - you are doing a great deal.

I just hope the day comes that someone cares enough about innocent people to come
forward.

God bless

Kate Ryan

On Sep 28, 2016, at 04:32 PM, ramolad@hushmail.com wrote:

Hi John,

Thanks so much for writing back to me, I really appreciate it. Kate was very kind
to offer to take my letter and I'm grateful for her friendship and her support as
we work on pressing human rights issues together.

I'm sorry to hear your take on "Targeted Individuals." It's interesting to me that
many others who claim to be targeted have been writing to you--you are not
fully in the dark, then, about this phenomenon.

Your comment about the APA psychologist and his remark to you about "TIs"
conceiving of being targeted by the government as a form of self-
aggrandizement however strikes me as astonishing. As you know, several APA
psychologists have supported the CIA in the practice of torture at Guantanamo,
and no doubt would have different conceptions of what torture is than you and I.
Part of what those who are being covertly targeted today with sophisticated
directed-energy weapons are experiencing is the deliberate practice of
discrediting and misdiagnosis by establishment-bought psychiatrists and
psychologists, including no doubt many from the APA--I can assure you, that
while the CIA in particular, assisted by such as the APA, and bought-out-media
such as the New York Times/Washington Post, expends massive amounts of
resources and time online to paint "TI"s as delusional and mentally ill, this is a
common Psy Ops and MIL DEC practice, dating back to the times of the
plutonium radiation experiments and MK ULTRA.

Regarding your own experience with the CIA, I want to reiterate that we are all
most incredibly grateful that you spoke out about the visible practice of torture
you knew without a doubt the CIA was indulging in.

Given the practices of secrecy, classification, Need to Know, and other such
compartmentalizations rampant however at the CIA, NSA and other such
agencies, it's understandable that you may not know about all the practices of
experimentation and invisible torture that the CIA--or certain factions of the CIA,
in conjunction with DARPA--in my opinion, is most definitely pursuing, despite
your many years of experience there. The practice of secrecy in our Intelligence
agencies, while possibly meaningful in certain scenarios, has come today to be
used against us, the people supporting these agencies. David Voigts has
spoken out about these programs, and ties them to secret military experiments,
do check out his latest Facebook post on this subject, tiny excerpt here:

"Targeted Individuals are nonconsensual test subjects testing a
human machine interface weapon. The testing is hidden through
a discrediting process. The books written by Dr. Robert Duncan,
Dr John Hall, and Dr. Colin Ross will detail corroborate the
process. Targeted Individuals are tortured.

The weapons system interfaces with the body's bioelectrical
system and renders the sensation of touch -for a demonstration
of how this is possible see Todd Kuiken's TED talk "A Prosthetic
Arm That 'Feels'."

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1656020171394738&id=100009603124794&comment_id=1656729057990516
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This is not a joke. This is a real military bionics program. Again, I
want to reiterate my background. I'm a former naval officer and
graduate of the United States Naval Academy. I have a degree in
Control Systems Engineering -which relates to this topic- and I
worked in Electronics Warfare and Nuclear Engineering as a
Surface Warfare Officer. This is a real program. There are, at
least, many thousands of nonconsensual human test subjects
here in the United States and many tens of thousands
worldwide."

As a writer I will most definitely continue to write about this subject and all I ask
is that you kindly read and stay on top of what is being published on this
subject. Pl. feel free to contact me anytime with questions or thoughts, I stay
open to working with anyone who wishes to work together to help expose this
national and international crime against humanity.

Thanks again for writing back and I continue to think of you as a national hero. I
wish you the best.
Warmly,
Ramola D

Sent using Hushmail

On 9/27/2016 at 4:54 PM, "JOHN/C KIRIAKOU" wrote:

Hello, Ramola.  I received your letter and bio from Kate Ryan on
Sunday.  Thanks for taking the time to write.  Kate has been a great
supporter of mine and a big help over the past couple of years.  

As you might imagine, I get a great deal of email from "Targeted
Individuals."  To tell you the truth, I never heard of such a thing until I
got a letter from Kate in 2013.  She's the one who explained it to me,
so I refer everybody to her.

I'm sorry that I can't be helpful to your story.  Just between us, I did
some consulting work for the American Psychological Association
last year regarding national security interrogations.  I asked
specifically about TIs and what they say they go through.  One of the
psychologists told me that the claims of TIs are a very common form
of mental illness.  He said that when people are overwhelmed in their
lives, they sometimes come to believe that they are being targeted
by the government because it allows them to explain things to
themselves and it allows them to simplify complicated issues.

I take no position on this.  But after 15 years in the CIA, I think I
would have heard about it.

Best regards,

John




